
 

  

  

 
  

  

 
  

  

 
  

  

 
  

   

 

Jesse Wayne Singleton III

 
Profession 
 

Material Testing and Science 
Service Engineer; USMC Veteran
 

BIO 
Jesse “Wayne” Singleton III was born in Atlanta, Georgia
grew up in Lithonia as the oldest of 3 children.  As an adolescent, 
Wayne spent most of his free time as an avid gamer or looking 
for local pickup games of basketball and/or football
after graduating high school, he decided to join the United States 
Marine Corps.After completing his Military Occupational 
Specialty school, Wayne became a communications and micro
soldering technician. As a young Marine, Wayne married hi
beautiful wife Stephanie in 2007. After 2 successful combat tours 
and 8 years of faithful service, Corporal Singleton was medically 
retired with a good conduct discharge.He crossed over to 
life and became a field service engineer for a m
science company, ZwickRoell. At Zwick, Wayne
throughout the United States calibrating, installing, and repairing 
material testing machines.On occasion, Wayne trave
home market in Ulm, Germany for trainings and testing 
exhibitions. This summer marks Wayne’s 7th year
where he now trains and provides support for field service 
engineers throughout North America as the Technical Manager. 
Wayne and Stephanie have four children, Saniya, Jeremiah, and 
(twins) Jacob and Jayden. Wayne still enjoys the hobbies of 
sports and gaming, sofamily time at the Singleton ho
comprised offun, family competition either playing
sports or video games. 
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